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Abstract. Scientific data has been growing in both size and complexity across the
modern physical, engineering, life and social sciences. Spatial structure, for example, is
a hallmark of many of the most important real-world complex systems, but its analysis
is fraught with statistical challenges. Topological data analysis can provide a powerful
computational window on complex systems. Here we present a framework to extend
and interpret persistent homology summaries to analyse spatial data across multiple
scales. We introduce hyperTDA, a topological pipeline that unifies local (e.g. geodesic)
and global (e.g. Euclidean) metrics without losing spatial information, even in the pres-
ence of noise. Homology generators offer an elegant and flexible description of spatial
structures and can capture the information computed by persistent homology in an in-
terpretable way. Here the information computed by persistent homology is transformed
into a weighted hypergraph, where hyperedges correspond to homology generators. We
consider different choices of generators (e.g. matroid or minimal) and find that cen-
trality and community detection are robust to either choice. We compare hyperTDA
to existing geometric measures and validate its robustness to noise. We demonstrate
the power of computing higher-order topological structures on spatial curves arising
frequently in ecology, biophysics, and biology, but also in high-dimensional financial
datasets. We find that hyperTDA can select between synthetic trajectories from the
landmark 2020 AnDi challenge and quantifies movements of different animal species,
even when data is limited.

Introduction

Intricate spatial structures are a hallmark of many complex and natural systems.
The movement of individuals through space is one example of a natural system where
understanding the spatial (or spatio-temporal) structures is key for distilling mechanistic
insights from complex data [37]. Since complex systems tend to produce complicated
and highly correlated data, a purely descriptive exploratory analysis offers only limited
insights. Model-based analysis, by contrast, suffers from (i) a lack of reliably useful
mathematical or computer models; and (ii) the statistical challenges in fitting such
models against data and in choosing the most appropriate model [24].

The analysis of models and data with topological data analysis (TDA) is gaining
increasing traction. Persistent homology (PH), a prominent tool in TDA, computes a
geometric summary of the structure and shape of complex systems, including spatio-
temporal mathematical models [12, 18, 54]. Persistent homology builds a collection
of discrete approximations on the data called simplicial complexes, computes topolog-
ical invariants, such as homology, which provides a summary of topological features
(e.g. connected components, loops, and voids). Crucially, the PH algorithm involves
the construction of a so-called filtration of simplicial complexes from the data, which
quantifies the persistence of topological features in the data across changes in scale and
resolution [12, 18, 39]. In this way, a threshold parameter value often required in data
analysis is sidestepped.

Persistent homology provides a multiscale analysis of connectivity inherent in data.
The powerful algebraic representation that encodes the topological features in persistent
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homology can be visualised by a persistence diagram (see Figure 1(A)). A persistence
diagram is a multiset (a generalisation of the conventional set where elements can ap-
pear more than once). Each (x, y) point in the persistence diagram corresponds to a
topological feature in the dataset; the importance of a topological feature is measured
by its persistence, i.e. the norm |y−x| of the corresponding point in the multiset. Much
statistical machinery has been developed to vectorise persistence diagrams for statistical
or machine learning [41, 49]. Recent work has studied persistence diagrams with simpli-
cial complexes [23]. PH analysis has led to parameter inference, pattern detection and
non-trivial associations in highly structured and complex data [21, 33, 45, 48, 49, 53].

Since its inception some 20 years ago, topological data analysis and persistent ho-
mology have proven to be (often vastly) more informative than conventional summary
statistics of complex data. However, it is often more important to identify the likely
cause of certain topological features than to merely characterise the full topology. Re-
cent progress in extracting generators of persistence diagrams, i.e. vertices in the dataset
that form a cycle corresponding to a specific (x, y) point in the persistence diagram, has
inspired new research that utilises generators as geometric and spatial features of data
[4, 13, 20, 25, 29]. For example, generators can localise the specific subchain responsible
for the entanglement that distinguishes knotted and unknotted homologous proteins [4].
But different choice of vertices for the same topological feature can lead to different
descriptions and interpretations of data.

Here, we extend topological data analysis from one generator to all generators. To
overcome the potential complications arising from the non-uniqueness of generators we
develop two complementary approaches: matroid generators, which are efficiently com-
puted using matroid theory [20], and minimal generators [13, 29], which we tailor to
sequential datasets. We encode each generator as a hyperedge which forms the PH-
hypergraph. The PH-hypergraph encodes both local (geodesic) and global (Euclidean)
geometric information of the data [13, 29].

The PH-hypergraph can be analysed using the armoury of modern graph theory and
network science. Rather than applying PH to study network data [1, 15], we use network
theory to analyse persistent homology. We show that hypergraph centrality measures
and community detection distil information and insights from persistent homology gen-
erators. We refer to the full pipeline as hyperTDA, as it combines hypergraph theory
and topological data analysis (TDA). We show that hyperTDA can detect higher-order
topological structures that are not captured by conventional TDA; moreover, it is robust
to noisy data and to different choices of generators.

We showcase hyperTDA on a wide range of datasets and highlight its ability to detect
and quantify aspects of complex spatio-temporal data. Motivated by protein carbon
backbone [4] and animal movement trajectories [37], here we analyse curves in three-
dimensional space. Each curve can be translated into data as a collection of ordered
vertices in 3-space and the number of vertices is the length of the curve. We first
consider two synthetic datasets: (i) two “hand-drawn” curves to illustrate the concepts
presented and then 800 random curves of four different lengths. Our next dataset, called
the AnDi trajectories, consists of curves generated by five anomalous diffusion models
[34, 35]. Lastly, we examine movement tracks, which is a collection of experimental
movement trajectories from nematodes moving in an agar plate and from zebrafish em-
bryos migrating towards a wound [17, 30]. Tracks of nematodes consist of vertices in two
dimensions; therefore, we convert the data into vertices in three dimensions by encoding
the time variable in the z-coordinate.
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From persistence diagrams to hypergraphs

Our goal is to systematically analyse the multiscale cycles present in the data. We
compute persistent homology, encode all generators by creating a PH-hypergraph, and
then analyse it with network theory methods.

Vertices Persistent diagram

PH-communities

PH-centrality

A

B

Generators PH-hypergraph

Figure 1. Schematic of hyperTDA pipeline (A) Given a collection of vertices, we first compute the
persistence diagram. The persistence diagram depends on a choice of filtration f to build a nested sequence
of simplicial complexes. We choose a way of computing generators g and then compute them for each point
in the persistence diagram (B) We encode the information present in the persistence diagram and generators
by constructing a hypergraph whose nodes are the vertices and whose hyperedges are the generators. The
hyperedges are weighted by the persistence of the corresponding generators. We analyse and interpret the
higher-order relationships in the data by performing network theoretic methods, given by h. Specifically, we
compute PH-centrality, which quantifies the intensity of interactions between vertices, and PH-community
detection, which partitions the vertices into communities that share homology generators.

From data to generators. We use persistent homology to compute a multiscale sum-
mary of cycles present in a curve [4, 13, 45]. Given a spatial curve (i.e. a sequence
V = {v1 . . . vn} of ordered vertices, where vi are points in 3-space), we choose a filtra-
tion f of simplicial complexes that represents the connectivity among vertices at various
distance parameters. Here, f is the Vietoris-Rips filtration [18], which is based on the
pairwise Euclidian distances of the vertices vi. We then compute the dimension-1 PH,
which summarises the one-dimensional topological features (i.e. cycles) present in the
data. The birth and death of cycles across the filtration are summarised in a persistence
diagram (Figure 1(A)). Each point in the persistence diagram represents a cycle among
the vertices, with x and y coordinates corresponding to birth and death parameters of
the filtration. The life span of each point (birth parameter − death parameter) is called
its persistence and provides a measure of its significance [18, 56].

Given a point in the persistence diagram, the corresponding cycle is represented by
a collection of vertices called a generator. Generators are not unique and are therefore
often not analysed, even though they encode how different vertices are organised to form
cyclic features. Here, we present two methods g for assigning generators to a persistence
diagram: the matroid generators and the minimal generators (see Code availability and
Supplementary Information). Matroid generators are the generators returned by the
Eirene software [20] (which relies on matroid theory). While the matroid generators are
fast to obtain, the selection of generators is not canonical or optimal. In order to com-
pute generators in a principled way, we designed the minimal generators to capture the
geometry and structure of the underlying curve. The minimal generators are computed
by first finding the length-minimising generators [29] and then minimising the number of
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jumps between non-consecutive vertices. The matroid and minimal generators are simi-
lar to each other (Figure 2(F)), and the hyperTDA outputs are highly correlated (Figure
2(G)). Since the results are comparable and the matroid generators are computationally
faster to obtain, we present the results using the matroid generators.

From generators to PH-hypergraphs. Once a choice of generators g is made, all
generators of a persistence diagram are translated into a hypergraph. A hypergraph is a
generalisation of a graph, in which hyperedges are arbitrary non-empty subsets of nodes
[5]. More precisely, a weighted hypergraph is given by a triple (N , E ,W), where E is a
collection of non-empty subsets of N , with hyperedge-weightsW ⊂ R. We construct the
PH-hypergraph H = (V,G,P), where each hyperedge gi ∈ G = {g1, · · · gh} corresponds
to the vertices in a generator. The weight pi ∈ P = {p1, · · · ph} is the persistence of the
corresponding point in the persistent diagram (Figure 1(B)).

To interpret the structural information of the curve’s shape provided by the PH-
hypergraph, we require a method h to analyse it. We perform two analyses. First,
we compute the vertex centrality [50], which returns a vector whose entries give the
importance of each vertex in the curve. This vector of vertex values – PH-centrality –
provides a ranking of vertices in the hypergraph based on their hyperedge membership
and weights (Figure 1(B)). In other words, the importance of a vertex depends on the
importance of its connections; so a vertex with high centrality is a member of generators
with large persistence. The second method we employ to analyse the PH-hypergraph
is community detection to find functional modules in the curve. Community detection
methods find densely-connected groups of vertices, with sparse connections between
groups (relative to what one would expect at random) [2]. Each vertex vi is assigned to
a unique community cj where j = 1, . . . , k and k is the number of communities. The
communities are encoded in a matrix of size n× k, where the (i, j)-entry is 1 if vertex vi
belongs to community cj and 0 otherwise. We refer to the partition matrix of H as the
PH-community matrix, where each column is a PH-community that corresponds to a
functional module induced by higher-order interactions among the vertices in the curve
(Figure 1(B)).

Interpretation and robustness of hyperTDA

HyperTDA detects and quantifies spatial properties of data by encoding higher-order
interactions that are often undetectable with standard methods. Here we validate and
interpret the output of hyperTDA on the random curves dataset. Curves in this dataset
have various lengths and are generated as self-avoiding random walks. Further, we
demonstrate that hyperTDA is robust to perturbation of data and different choices of
generators.

Validation and correlation of hyperTDA with geometric invariants. We first
apply the hyperTDA pipeline on two illustrative curves (Figure 2(A), left, flower and
right, roller-coaster). In the flower curve, PH-centrality (top) is essentially homogeneous,
thus adequately recognising each of the petals as equally important features; however,
the PH-communities (bottom) identifies all the loops as distinct communities. Similarly,
in the roller-coaster curve, PH-centrality highlights the most significant geometric and
structural features of the curve, while the PH-communities detect the individual loops.

To extensively test and validate the effectiveness of hyperTDA, we apply the pipeline
to a dataset of 800 randomly generated piecewise linear open curves in 3-space. The
curves are four different lengths, given by 100, 200, 300 and 400 vertices in the curve.
We construct the PH-hypergraph and compute the PH-centrality values and the PH-
community matrices. Figure 2(C) shows an example curve of length 200, with vertices
coloured according to PH-centrality values and community membership, respectively.
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Figure 2. HyperTDA quantifies spatial complexity and is robust to noise. (A) Two illustrative
curves with vertices coloured according to PH-centrality (top) and to PH-communities (bottom) (B) (Top)
Correlation between PH-centrality and curvature, torsion, and density vectors for random curves. (Bottom)
Correlation between PH-community matrices and pairwise distance matrices for random curves. (C)
Example random curve C of length 200. The colour of the vertices represents centrality values (top) and
community membership (bottom, light grey vertices are singleton). (D) The upper triangle shows the
pairwise-distance matrix of C, with lower values corresponding to lighter shades of blue. The lower triangle
shows the PH-community matrix corresponding to H(C), where non-zero entries are coloured according
to community membership. (E) The persistence diagram of C, with example points highlighted. (F)
The matroid generators and minimal generators for the highlighted points in (E). (G) (Top) Correlation
between PH-centrality from matroid generators and from minimal generators. (Bottom) Adjusted mutual
information (AMI) score between the partition induced by PH-communities from matroid generators and
from minimal generators. (H) Consistency of PH-centrality and PH-communities among random curves
and perturbed/smooth curves; top row shows the correlation among PH-centrality and the bottom row
shows AMI score between PH-community matrices. (I) AMI score plotted against correlation, for random
curves of length 200. (J) The curve obtained by smoothing C. Vertices are coloured according to PH-
centrality (top) and PH-communities (bottom). PH-centrality identifies the central loop as the predominant
feature, and the PH-community matrix identifies the same loop as a community.

PH-centrality identifies the loop in the middle of the structure as the curve’s dominant
feature; PH-communities partition the vertices into six distinct modules, one of which
(green vertices) corresponds to the central loop (vertices in light blue in Figure 2(C),
bottom row, are singletons that do not belong to any community).
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The pairwise distance matrix of a curve has entries equal to the pairwise distances
between vertices, which coarsely describes the curve’s 3D structure, but fails to encode
higher-order features. For example, the dominant loop in Figure 2(C) detected by hy-
perTDA cannot be inferred from the pairwise distance matrix, see Figure 2(D). Recall
that the PH-community matrix is the matrix whose (i, j)-entry is 1 if the i th and j th

vertices belong to the same community and 0 otherwise; see Figure 2(D). We compute
the correlation between the pairwise distance and PH-community matrices. As shown
in Figure 2(B), we observe a clear negative correlation, with median values of approx-
imately −0.5. The negative correlation indicates that the PH-communities recover the
global spatial structure coming from the Euclidean metric while providing additional
information (e.g. functional modules given by higher-order interactions, as the loop in
Figure 2(C)). Indeed, each community represents clusters of higher-order interactions
among vertices (e.g. loops) that are often overlooked by the Euclidean metric alone.

Similarly, PH-centrality quantifies the data in a way that complements Euclidean
distances. We compute the correlation between PH-centrality and torsion, curvature,
and density (computed point-wise as the fraction of vertices with distance less than 2).
As shown in Figure 2(B, top), we notice a very weak positive and negative correlation
with torsion and curvature (median of approximately 0.1 and -0.14, respectively), and a
slightly stronger positive correlation with density (median of approximately 0.27).

HyperTDA outputs consistent results across different choice of generators.
We find that the minimal generators and the matroid generators are very similar, as
shown in Figure 2(F). Both PH-centrality and PH-communities computed from minimal
generators and the matroid generators are highly correlated as shown in Figure 2(G).
To compute correlations of the partitions induced by PH-communities, we used adjusted
mutual information (AMI) score.

HyperTDA is robust to noisy data. One of fundamental advantages of PH is its
robustness to noise, which is guaranteed by theoretical results [7]. These results, how-
ever, do not extend automatically to generators. To assess the robustness of generators
to noisy data, we apply hyperTDA to the dataset obtained by adding random Gaussian
noise of increasing intensity to each vertex (up to δ = 0.2, which is a fifth of the distance
between adjacent vertices). We call the resulting curves perturbed curves. Further, we
create smooth curves via a smoothing algorithm. Smoothing strongly affects the point
cloud positions while maintaining a reasonable amount of the curve’s dominant features;
see Figure 2(J). To check that the curve’s overall structure is still recovered, we com-
pute the AMI score between the PH-community matrix of the random and perturbed
curves. We also compute the correlations between centralities of the random and per-
turbed curves. Both PH-centrality and PH-community matrices present high similarities
(Figure 2(H-J)).

PH-communities encode Euclidean and geodesic metrics. We investigate how
well PH-communities align with the ambient data space (i.e. Euclidean metric) and the
intrinsic metric (i.e. geodesic, which in this case is relative to a discrete space curve).
We compute three quantities associated with the communities. First, we estimate the
volume filled by a community as the radius of gyration of the sub-curve spanned by its
vertices. Then, we define the geodesic size of a community as vmin − vmax, where vmin
is the first vertex in the ordered vertex set and vmax is the largest vertex in the ordered
vertex set. Lastly, we compute the size of a PH-community as the number of its vertices
(Figure 3(A-B)).
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Figure 3. Euclidean and geodesic analysis of PH-communities (A) A curve with vertices coloured
according to PH-community membership. (B) The panel shows a schematic representation of each commu-
nity vector, together with their sizes and geodesic sizes. (C) Four examples of curves exhibiting different
ambient and intrinsic assortativites (D) Schematic of pairwise geodesic intersection between communities,
with examples of pairs with low and high intersection values. (E) Pairwise geodesic intersection values for
the communities C1, C2 and C3 in (A).

In network science, a partition is said to exhibit assortativity if similar vertices are
more likely to be in the same partition than vertices in different groups. We measure
similarity of vertices using either the ambient or intrinsic metric.

(1) We say that a PH-hypergraph exhibits ambient assortativity if vertices in the
same PH-community are likely to be very close in space. We define the ambient

assortativity as 1
k ·

∑k
i=1

Size(ci)
Volume(ci)

, the average ratios between sizes and volumes

of all non-singletons communities c1, . . . ck (Figure 3(C)). Curves with highly
packed communities will then have high ambient assortativity (Figure 3(C)).

(2) Similarly, we say that a PH-hypergraph exhibits intrinsic assortativity if vertices
in the same PH-community are likely to be separated by a small geodesic size. We

measure the intrinsic assortativity by 1
k ·

∑k
i=1

Size(ci)
Geodesic size(ci)

, the average ratios

between sizes and geodesic sizes of all communities c1, . . . ck (Figure 3(C)). With
this definition, curves with communities of small geodesic sizes have high intrinsic
assortativity. (Figure 3(C)).

By construction, PH-communities define clusters of vertices highly interacting with
each other. From a geodesic point of view; however, pairs of communities might ap-
pear more or less overlapping, depending on the curve’s structure. For example, in
Figure 3(D), C2 and C3 are completely separated. In contrast, C1 and C3, and C1 and
C2 intersect geodesically. To quantify this phenomenon, we define the geodesic inter-
section as the p-value of the Mann-Whitney U-test between the sets of vertices in the
communities. Choosing the p-value is needed to avoid artefacts due to noise and isolated
vertices. Figure 3(E) shows examples of different pairs of PH-communities with high and
low intersection values.
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Results

We first demonstrate the ability of hyperTDA to distinguish diffusion behaviours.
Specifically, we show that PH-communities and PH-centrality present statistically sig-
nificant differences among different diffusion models. We then showcase hyperTDA in
the analysis of species movements from experimental data.

HyperTDA distinguishes and selects anomalous diffusion models. Anomalous
diffusion is the transport behaviour of a particle in which the mean square displace-
ment (MSD) is proportional to tα for time t and some parameter α 6= 1. Anomalous
diffusion phenomena have been observed across several fields, including molecular dy-
namics [11, 26, 42], ecology [22], and finance [40]. The ubiquitous presence of anomalous
diffusion has inspired important research efforts to investigate and model its mechanisms;
these efforts resulted in several different anomalous diffusion models (ADMs).

Inferring the correct model for experimental trajectories is a difficult problem [34].
One reason making the model detection challenging is that the 3D structure of a trajec-
tory is strongly influenced by its MSD (and thus it depends on the parameter α). On the
other hand, each ADM is defined for a range of values of α and thus produces trajectories
exhibiting a range of different MSDs. We apply the hyperTDA pipeline to the anoma-
lous random walks analysed in the 2020 AnDi challenge [34, 35], which has been the first
synergistic effort to develop methods able to classify individual trajectories among sev-
eral models of diffusion. These models are the annealed transient time motion (ATTM),
the continuous time random walk (CTRW), the fractional Brownian motion (FBM), the
Lévy walk (LW), and the scaled Brownian motion (SBM) (Figure 4(A)). These ADMs
have been selected by the challenge organisers due to their biological relevance [34], as
they model diffusion processes in living cells (CTRW, ATTM and FBM [26, 43, 52]),
animal foraging (LW [22, 52]), and human white matter (SBM [16]).

We apply hyperTDA to trajectories arising from these five models. We aim to detect
and interpret model-specific differences arising from hyperTDA analysis of trajectories.
We simulate 1000 length-200 trajectories for each of the five ADMs and apply the hy-
perTDA pipeline (compute PH-centrality and PH-communities) to all trajectories. We
find the pattern of PH-centrality values depends on the underlying model and detects
model-specific differences (Figure 4(B)). Next we compare the different models by com-
puting the PH-community size, volume, geodesic size, and pairwise geodesic intersec-
tions (Figure 4(C)). Independent of the scaling exponent α, the distribution of these
PH-community analysis gives a statistically significant difference between models.

We use network theory to further quantify the model-specific structural features high-
lighted by the PH-communities. We define the model ambient assortativity as the average
of the ratios between PH-community sizes and volumes over all non-singleton communi-
ties in the model. Similarly, the model intrinsic assortativity is the average of the ratios
between PH-community sizes and geodesic sizes over all non-singleton communities in
the model (Figure 4(D)). Assortativity provides a refined interpretation of the model-
specific structure. For example, CTRW trajectories exhibit the highest discrepancy
between Euclidean and geodesic metrics, as they score the lowest intrinsic assortativity
(Figure 4(D)) and highest ambient assortativity. Thus, their structure is characterised
by compact, highly interconnected communities that are spread out along the curve. We
highlight that standard computations of PH are blind to these features (see Supplemen-
tary Information, Figure 13).

Given trajectory data, we next explore whether hyperTDA can predict the model that
generated the data. To test this hypothesis, we construct a convolutional neural network
(CNN) that takes as input PH-hyperedges and node centrality values. A schematic of
the architecture is shown in Figure 5(C), and the classification results are summarised
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in Figure 5(AB). Despite some difficulties in distinguishing the ATM trajectories from
FBM and SBM, we obtain an accuracy comparable to the performance of ranked par-
ticipants of the AnDi challenge [34, 35]. We emphasise that the classification relies only
on the structural description of the trajectories, effectively disregarding any temporal
information. Further, when we restrict to a comparison among CTRW, LW, and SBM,
we achieve high accuracy of approximately 92%.

HyperTDA distinguishes species movements. The increased availability of tech-
nologies to record animal trajectories has inspired research efforts aimed at inferring
information on animal behaviour from their tracked movements [17, 28, 31, 37]. These
approaches have the potential to reveal insight into interactions between individuals,
and between animals and their environment, with unprecedented details [37]. One of
the main challenges in movement research is to find efficient and unsupervised ways to
fragment animal trajectories into units known as behavioural nodes [36]. Similarly, the
recent advances in cell imaging have been stimulating progress in the study of cell migra-
tion [30, 32, 46, 55]. Natural challenges in this context include quantifying homogeneity
of migration patterns in a population and the identification of biases and persistence
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given a single datapoint input, that is: a matrix H with dimensions #hyperedges ×#vertices, indicating
hyperedge memberships, and vertex centrality values V. Arrows follow the flow of the forward pass. Rect-
angular boxes represent matrices and vectors, and stacking indicates a third dimension. All trainable
parameters are convolutional except when otherwise indicated. The label “max” stands for maxpooling.
For simplicity, the schematic only shows two convolutional kernels with 3 filters in the first layers, and 4
filters in the last.

(i.e. the time period during which a cell moves in the same direction) in the underlying
random walks [3, 27, 46].

PH-centrality identifies behavioural nodes in nematode trajectories. We apply hyperTDA
to animal movement trajectory data. The first dataset consists of six distinct solitary
nematodes moving in an agar plate [17]. PH-centrality clearly distinguishes different
behaviours of the nematode (Figure 6(A)). Indeed, portions of the curve assigned low
PH-centrality (Figure 6(A), blue) can be interpreted as a behaviour known as relocation.
Conversely, regions of the curve with increased PH-centrality correspond to behaviours
known as local search and looping; furthermore, higher PH-centrality values correspond
to more localised and intense search and looping behaviour (Figure 6(A), yellow). These
behavioural classification of vertices obtained from PH-centrality is consistent with those
of previous studies [17], yet it is unsupervised and arguably more nuanced. We find that
PH-communities identify individual loops (and possibly groups of intertwined loops) of
the worm’s trajectory as functional modules (see Supplementary Information).

HyperTDA reveals migration bias of zebrafish embryos in in vivo tracks. As a final ap-
plication, we apply the pipeline to assess the bias in neutrophil cell tracks extracted
from zebrafish embryos migrating towards a wound [30]. Neutrophils, a type of white
blood cell, tend to migrate toward wounds; thus, the expectation is that they follow a
biased persistent random walk [30]. To quantify the presence of the bias, we perform a
statistical comparison of PH-communities in zebrafish tracks with those of biased and
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Figure 6. Animal movement and cell migration trajectories (A) Two 2-D trajectories, with vertices
plotted by centrality value. Centrality distinguishes different behaviours in terms of intensity of local search,
looping behaviour and relocation. (B) Radar chart given by the medians of volume, size, geodesic size
and pairwise geodesic intersection distributions for the unbiased and biased simulated data, and for the
zebrafish trajectories. Results are shown with minimal generators. (C) Heat-map of pairwise Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test on the cumulative distributions obtained by concatenating geodesic intersection, volume, size
and geodesic size distributions. Results are shown with minimal generators.

unbiased persistent random walks on an ellipse; all data is taken from [30]. All sim-
ulated trajectories have length 20 while the lengths of in vivo tracks vary. We thus
partition the latter into segments of length 20 before applying hyperTDA; results are
shown in Figure 6(BC). PH-communities of biased and unbiased simulated trajectories
present statistically significant differences (Figure 6(BC)). Indeed, as expected, the PH-
communities of biased tracks are on average more compact, less overlapping, and have
smaller geodesic size than the unbiased tracks. Further, we observe a striking similarity
between the in vivo and the biased trajectories (Figure 6(BC)). Based on the pairwise
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, we reject the hypothesis that trajectories in zebrafish are
unbiased. Lastly, the ambient and intrinsic assortativities are higher for zebrafish and
biased trajectories than the unbiased trajectories (see Supplementary Information). All
combined, the analysis demonstrates the bias induced by approaching the wound in the
experimental trajectories.

Cell tracks often lie on curved surfaces [30]; for this reason, classical methods neces-
sitate the pre-processing of data via complex manifold learning algorithms. In contrast,
the data is not pre-processed and hyperTDA can be applied directly to the dataset. Note
that the trajectories analysed are quite short and have very simple structures. Impor-
tantly, even in this case, both matroid (see Supplementary Information) and minimal
generators (Figure 6(BC)) are successful in recognising the differences and common pat-
terns. Minimal generators, in particular, performed better in recognising similarities in
biased and in vivo trajectories (see also SI, Figures 10 and 11). This suggests minimal
generators as a preferable option when dealing with limited data.

Discussion

We propose hyperTDA, a systematic and extensive analysis of persistent homology
generators, to interpret complex spatial systems. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
hyperTDA in capturing defining features of curves that are not detected with tradi-
tional methods. The versatility of hyperTDA has natural direct applications in different
contexts, ranging from the statistical inference of behaviour from species tracks to a nu-
anced and improved characterisation of polymer structures. We successfully employed
this method to distinguish and predict anomalous diffusion models and to identify biases
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in species tracks. As a further example, we are currently working on an extension of this
approach to the study of the 3D organisation of the human genome.

The pipeline immediately generalises to the study of any point cloud. Naturally, the
results and their interpretation will depend on the choice of filtration used to compute
PH. While the Vietoris-Rips filtration is a standard choice in persistent homology, differ-
ent options might be preferable depending on the data. Similarly, variations in methods
to analyse the PH-hypergraph allow for a range of possible flavours and interpretations.

The hyperTDA pipeline involves a choice for computing generators for points of the
persistence diagram. We propose minimal generators and matroid generators as two
viable options, and we show that the hyperTDA outcomes are strongly correlated. Data
is often limited as a consequence of financial constraints or ethical concerns. Even under
these conditions, hyperTDA with minimal generators captures the subtle signals reveal-
ing common patterns and structural differences. On the other hand, when analysing
large and complex datasets, computational efficiency is an issue. In such cases, hyper-
TDA with matroid generators has the advantage of a fast computation, yet it provides
similar hyperTDA results to that of minimal generators. One could adapt hyperTDA to
other choices of generators [6, 10, 13, 14, 29, 38, 51] depending on the data and the end
goal; clearly the fledgling area of research into, and construction of, topology generators
has opened up new mathematical avenues for mathematical exploration; but already
they are proving to be immensely useful in topological data analysis.

HyperTDA is flexible, general, and remarkably and demonstrably robust to noise in
data. We can get hopelessly lost in the exploration of high-dimensional data. Here we
have demonstrated that hyperTDA allows us to navigate such data, detect and quantify
higher-order structures and make sense of complex systems.

Methods

Computing persistent homology. Persistent diagrams in dimension one are com-
puted using the Julia software Eirene [20]. Persistent homology is computed with F2

coefficients.

From PH to homology generators. The first choice of generators is the matroid gen-
erators; these are returned by Eirene’s default computations [20], which rely on matroid
theory. The second choice of generators is called minimal generators which are computed
as follows. For each point in the persistence diagram, we compute the length-minimal
generator [29] with rational coefficients. Nearly all solutions have coefficients in {0,±1},
so we interpret the solution as having coefficients in F2. We then perform a jump-
minimisation step where we iteratively search for homologous generators with shorter
jumps [13]. That is, given a generator whose vertices are given by [. . . , vi, vi+1 . . . ], if
such generator is homologous to [. . . vi, v∗, vi+1 . . . ] for some vi < v∗ < vi+1, then we
choose the latter generator. Details can be found in Supplementary Information.

From generators to hypergraphs. Given a choice g of generators, we construct the
PH-hypergraph as follows. The set of nodes is given by the vertices of the curve. Each
homology generator identifies a subset of nodes; for each such subset, we add a hyperedge
connecting the corresponding vertices. Then, hyperedges are assigned a weight given by
the persistence of the corresponding point in the persistence diagram.

Analysis of hypergraphs generators. Centrality is computed using the software
from [50], where a class of spectral centrality measures is defined and analysed. The
model in [50] depends on the choice of nonlinear functions, with different choices inducing
different centrality flavours that dictate how hyperedge weights influence node values.
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For our analysis, we focus on the max centrality flavour, which assigns large values to
nodes that are part of at least one important edge (see Code availability).

As community detection on hypergraphs is computationally challenging, we first flat-
ten each PH-hypergraph into a graph, as follows. The set of nodes is maintained; for
each hyperedge involving the subset of nodes Ni we add the complete-subgraph on Ni.
Once the graph is constructed, we perform community detection using the method imple-
mented in Python’s Louvain module [2] with default parameters (see Code availability).

Note that some trajectories in the AnDi and Zebrafish datasets have trivial PH. We
removed such trajectories from the analysis.

Noisy Data. To assess the robustness of hyperTDA, we apply the pipeline to successive
perturbations of the randomly generated curves of lengths 100, 200, 300 and 400. These
perturbations are obtained by adding Gaussian noise to each point in a curve. For each
curve we apply the perturbation process 4 times, with intensity σ increasing from 0.05 to
0.2 (a fifth of the distance between consecutive vertices in a curve). Further, we obtain
smooth versions of each curve by applying the pyknotid smooth function [47] (see Code
availability).

Interpolation and uninterpolation. The AnDi trajectories have a high variance in
distance between consecutive vertices. We thus modify the curves by inserting ver-
tices between consecutive vertices of the original curve before computing hyperTDA.
Specifically, we interpolate the length 199 trajectories to make consecutive vertices ap-
proximately equidistant. The interpolation is achieved by adding a total of 301 linearly
interpolated vertices between adjacent vertices. We first assign a single interpolated ver-
tex to the segment with the largest length. We repeat the process for 301 interpolated
vertices. At the end of the process, all the vertices assigned to a given segment are
distributed evenly between the endpoints. The resulting interpolated trajectories have
lengths of 500. We refer to them as the interpolated curves.

The outputs of hyperTDA are reported on the original curve. To do so, before
computing PH-community size, geodesic size, and assortativity values, we perform
uninterpolation to obtain centrality values and community membership values on the
original curve. This is done by multiplying the PH-community matrix M (of size 500×k,
where k is the number of communities) by a sparse matrix D that maps interpolated
vertices to uninterpolated vertices. We choose to construct D with a rolling average
weighting, where an interpolated vertex partly maps to both adjacent uninterpolated
vertices, with more weight towards the closest of the two. For more details, see Code
availability.

HyperTDA analysis. A detailed explanation of the methods and notebooks containing
the relevant code can be found in the hyperTDA GitHub repository (see Code availabil-
ity).
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Appendix A. Datasets

All the dataset we analyse are available in the GitHub repository and summarised in
Table 1.

A.1. Artificial drawings. The first dataset of artificial examples consists of two
curves generated using the software KnotPlot [44]. These curves are available in the
examples/default pipeline folder in the GitHub repository (see Code availability),
together with the software used to analyse them, and a notebook to visualise the results.

A.2. Random curves. The second dataset consists of 4 sets of 200 random curves of
lengths 100, 200, 300 and 400, respectively. These curves are generated as equilateral
self-avoiding random walks (SARW) using the python package Topoly [9]. The distance
between two consecutive vertices in a curve is equal to 1. These curves are available
in the results/Random curves folder in the GitHub repository (see Code availability),
together with a notebook to visualise the results. Each curve in this dataset has been
perturbed in 5 different ways, listed below.

(1) Adding to each point random Gaussian noise with intensity σ = 0.05;
(2) Adding to each point random Gaussian noise with intensity σ = 0.1;
(3) Adding to each point random Gaussian noise with intensity σ = 0.15;
(4) Adding to each point random Gaussian noise with intensity σ = 0.2;
(5) Taking a smooth version of the curve by using the spacecurves.smooth function

of the pyknotid [47] Python software.

A notebook showing the perturbation methods can be found in the results/Random curves

folder in the GitHub repository (see Code availability).

Dataset Size Lengths Interpolated Perturbed

KnotPlot 2 132, 131 No No
SARWs 200 100 No Yes
SARWs 200 200 No Yes
SARWs 200 300 No Yes
SARWs 200 400 No Yes
AnDi 5000 199 Yes to len 500 No
Nematodes 6 1437-1830 No No
Zebrafish 163 20 No No
BPRWs 401 20 No No
PRWs 401 20 No No

Table 1. A summary of the datasets analysed.

A.3. AnDi. The third dataset consists of 5000 ADM trajectories, generated using the
AnDi challenge’s software [34, 35]. All trajectories have length 199. Each trajectory is
generated by first randomly choosing a model between ATTM, CTRW, FBM, LW, SBM,
then by randomly choosing the exponents α. Exponents are ≤ 2 and strictly > 0.05, as
smaller exponents produce practically immobile trajectories. Moreover, for CTRW and
ATTM α ≤ 1, for LW α ≥ 1, for FBM α < 2, while for SBM we do not have further
restrictions. Each trajectory is interpolated before applying the pipeline. The length of
interpolated trajectories is set to 500. For details on the interpolation methods see the
Methods section of the main manuscript. The software used to interpolate is available
in the GitHub repository. AnDi trajectories are available in the results/AnDi folder in
the GitHub repository, together with a notebook to visualise the results. Details on the
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hyperTDA analysis can be also found in the examples/with interpolation folder in
the GitHub repository (see Code availability). Out of the 5000 trajectories analysed, 53
had trivial PH.

A.4. Nematodes. The fourth dataset consists of the recordings of six distinct solitary
nematodes moving in an agar plate, taken from [17]. The trajectories are 2-dimensional,
and their lengths vary between 1438 and 1830. Before applying the pipeline we added
time as a z -coordinate. Nematode tracks are available in the results/species tracks

folder in the GitHub repository (see Code availability), together with a notebook to
visualise the results and a notebook that shows the pre-processing. The folder and
the notebook include the community partition of each trajectory and the corresponding
plots.

A.5. Zebrafish tracks. The fifth dataset consists of 200 length 20 biased persistent
random walks (BPRWs) on ellipses, 200 length 20 unbiased persistent random walks
(PRWs) on ellipses (taken from [30]), and 162 length 20 sections of zebrafish embryos
in vivo tracks. Zebrafish tracks are obtained by cutting length 20 segments from the
trajectories available from [30]. As the average distance between successive points is
different between simulated and in vivo data, we uniformly scale all the trajectories
to have average distance equal to one. Zebrafish in vivo tracks and simulated tracks
are available in the results/species tracks folder in the GitHub repository (see Code
availability), together with a notebook to visualise the results and a notebook that shows
the pre-processing.

Appendix B. Persistent homology and generator computations

B.1. Persistent Homology. Let X = {v0, . . . , vM} denote the collection of vertices
of a piecewise linear curve. To study the shape of X, one can construct a simplicial
complex Xε that represents the connectivity of the points upto a specified distance ε as
the following. Starting with the collection X, given a pair of points v0, v1 ∈ X whose
distance d(v0, v1) ≤ ε, we add a 1-simplex between the vertices v0 and v1. Similarly,
given a triple of points v0, v1, v2 ∈ X, we add a 2-simplex [v0, v1, v2] if d(v0, v1) ≤ ε,
d(v1, v2) ≤ ε, and d(v0, v2) ≤ ε. In general, given an n-tuple of points v0, . . . , vn−1, we
add a n-simplex [v0, . . . , vn−1] if the distance between every pair of points is at most ε 1

One can then extract various shape descriptors, such as connected components, loops,
and voids, of Xε by computing homology at various dimensions2. In particular, the loops
of Xε is encoded by homology in dimension 1, which is indicated by H1(Xε). Since
homology is computed with field coefficients, the dimension-1 homology H1(Xε) is a
vector space, and its dimension indicates the number of loops present in Xε. We refer
to specific elements [x] ∈ H1(Xε) as homology classes.

Recall that Xε captures the connectivity of points upto distance ε. In order to study
the shape of X at various distance resolutions, one can construct the simplicial com-
plexes at various distance parameters {εi}Ni=0. This results in the following sequence of
simplicial complexes

(1) Xε0 ↪→ Xε1 ↪→ · · · ↪→ XεN .

Note that given two parameters εi < εj , there is an inclusion Xεi ↪→ Xεj .
Persistent homology studies the birth and death of various shape descriptors as one

varies the parameter ε. To study the evolution of loops, one can compute the homology

1This is often called the Vietoris-Rips complex at parameter ε.
2In this paper, we compute homology with field coefficients F2.
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in dimension 1 for each simplicial complex in Equation 1. This results in the following
sequence of vector spaces and linear maps called the persistence module

(2) X : H1(Xε0)→ H1(Xε1)→ · · · → H1(XεN ).

In order to extract an interpretable summary of X, one can compute the barcode of
X, which is a collection of points (bi, di), where bi and di denote the birth and death
parameters of the ith feature. Structure Theorem [56] states that one can always compute
such barcode from finite persistence modules of the form in Equation 2 and that the
barcode is an invariant of X. The barcode can be visualised through a persistence
diagram, which plots a point for each feature with the x-axis representing the birth
parameter and the y-axis representing the death parameter.

For each point in the persistence diagram, one can find a generator, which is a specific
loop that corresponds to the selected point. Finding a generator is a two-step process,
both of which requires some choice to be made by the researcher. First, a specific
homology class has to be selected, and second, a specific generator has to be selected.

Let p be a point in the persistence diagram with birth parameter b and death param-
eter d. In the first step, one finds the homology class that corresponds to p. That is,
one finds the sequence of homology classes ([xε0 ], · · · [xεN ]) such that [xε0 ] ∈ H1(Xε0),
[xε1 ] ∈ H1(Xε1), · · · , [xεN ] ∈ H1(XεN ) and [xε] = 0 for ε /∈ [b, d). Furthermore, the
sequence must be consistent with the maps of Equation 2. That is, if ι : H1(Xεi) →
H1(Xεi+1) represents the induced map in Equation 2, then [xεi+1 ] = ι[xεi ]. We refer to
this collection ([xε0 ], · · · [xεN ]) as the persistent homology class. The persistent homology
class of p depends on the choice of basis of the persistence module X.

Once the persistent homology class of p is fixed, one can find the generator of p. This
is usually found by finding the homology class [xb] ∈ H1(Xb) at the birth parameter b
and then returning a specific generator of [xb]. For a detailed discussion on homology
classes and generators, we refer the reader to [19].

B.2. Minimal generators. While many persistent homology software return some gen-
erator, the generators are often chosen in an aribtrary manner. We present the minimal
generators as a principled way of choosing generators. We first compute the generators
that minimises the length of the loops. We do this by solving an optimization problem
with rational coefficients [29] and interpreting the output as generators with F2 coeffi-
cients. We then perform jump-minimization [13] to find the generator with the smallest
amount of jumps between consecutive points.
Length minimised generators. Given a persistence diagram, we fix the persistent
homology classes using the standard matrix decomposition procedure [8]. Note that a
generator is a collection of edges that form a loop(s). For each persistent homology class,
we find the generator that minimises the sum of the edge lengths. The straightforward
approach is to solve the binary optimization problem that minimises the total length of
the loop while restricting the coefficients to be 0, 1. As this is an NP-hard problem, a
variety of combinatorial techniques have been proposed [6, 38, 10].

In [29], authors approach the NP-hard problem by allowing the solutions to have
rational coefficients. This related optimization problem can be solved using linear pro-
gramming. Their computational experiments show that nearly all solutions resulted in
generators with {−1, 0, 1} coefficients. Thus, one can interpret the length-minimised gen-
erators over the rational coefficients as length-minimised generators with F2 coefficients.
We refer the reader to Algorithm 1 of [29] for details.

In our experiments, all length minimization over rational coefficients resulted in gen-
erators with coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}. In theory, it is possible for the length-minimal
generators over the Q to have coefficients in {−1, 0, 1}. When one encounters such
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solution, then one could convert all nonzero coefficients to 1, effectively forcing all coef-
ficients to be in F2. Note that the outcome isn’t necessarily a loop. Once we find the
length-minimised generator with coefficients in F2, we denote the collection of vertices
that constitute the generator as (v0, . . . , vn) with v0 < v1 < · · · < vn.
Jump-minimization. Given a point p in the persistence diagram with birth parameter
b and death parameter d, let (v0, . . . , vn) denote its length-minimised generator. During
this second step, we iteratively update the generator by preferring generators that have
smaller jumps between consecutive vertices [13]. That is, let g denote the collection of
1-simplices that represent the generator (v0, . . . , vn). Assume that there exists a vertex
v∗ such that vi < v∗ < vi+1, and let g∗ denote the colelction of 1-simplices that represent
the generator (v0, . . . , vi, v∗, vi+1, . . . , vn). If [g] = [g∗] in H1(Xb), then we update the
current generator (v0, . . . , vn) with (v0, . . . , vi, v∗, vi+1, . . . , vn). Algorithmically, we start
with the early vertex v0 and iteratively perform jump-minimization until we reach the
last vertex vn.

Recall that there may be rare cases in which the length-minimization over the rational
coefficients isn’t necessarily a loop in H1(Xb) with F2 coefficients. In such cases, we still
perform jump-minimization by testing whether the 2-simplex [vi, v∗, vi+1] is trivial in
H1(Xb) or not.

Figure 7 illustrates the need for such jump minimization step. Figure 7A illustrates
an example length-minimal generator over the rationals. When one has a collection of
points that are in a line segment, the minimal generator will make arbitrary choices in
terms of which points are included in the minimal generator. The jump minimization
step Figure 7B.

Figure 7. A. Example length minimised generator. B. Generator after jump minimization. Given a
collection of points aligned in a line segment, the length-minimised generator consists of an arbitrary
subset of points. The jump minimization ensures that all points in a given line segment are included in the
generator.

The code for computing minimal generators is available in the minimal generators
GitHub repository (see Code availability).

Appendix C. Analysis

C.1. PH-community analysis. To characterise spatial features and find structural
differences in trajectories, we analyse the communities induced by hyperTDA. Given a
curve C and its corresponding hyperTDA-induced partition into communities, for each
community c we compute:

• The volume of the sub-curve spanned by vertices in the PH-community is quanti-
fied as its radius of gyration (ROG) and computed using the spacecurves.radius of gyration()

function of the pyknotid [47] Python software.
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• The PH-community size. This is computed as the L1 norm of the corresponding
(possibly uninterpolated) community vector, i.e. the vector of length equal to
the number of points in the curve, whose ith entry is 0 if the point i is not a
member of c, and is equal to 1 (or to a value v with 0 < v ≤ 1 for uninterpolated
communities) otherwise.
• The geodesic size of the community. This is computed as the difference between

the smallest and largest non-zero indices in the community vector.

Further, for each pair of communities in a partition we compute their geodesic in-
tersection, which is given by the p-value of the Mann-Whitney U-test of the corre-
sponding community vectors. Details on this analysis can be found in the notebook
examples/with interpolation/result visualisation.ipynb in the GitHub reposi-
tory (see Code availability).

C.2. CNN architecture. A CNN architecture was designed to distinguish each of the
diffusion models, given observations of trajectories with unknown α. The CNN archi-
tecture was chosen by initially implementing simple proof-of-concept architectures and
adding the least amount of complexity capable of capturing hypothesised patterns in
the data. The code for all tested models is available at src/hypergraph CNN.jl in the
GitHub repository (see Code availability). The chosen architecture and its performance
are shown in Figure 5. The CNN takes as input the data from a weighted hypergraph
H = (N , E ,W), equipped with node-weights V for each trajectory. Specifically, we feed
a matrix H and a vector V (and potentiallyW) from each trajectory to the architecture.
The matrix H has a column for each vertex in N , with entries indicating membership
in each PH generator (i.e. each hyperedge in E), making H a hypergraph incidence ma-
trix. In the reported computations, V is given by node-centrality, while W (given by
persistence) is not used as input, as it does not improve the results. The network was
designed to capture patterns at any location along the trajectory, hence convolutions
run along the ordered vertices in the first layer, both on the (possibly weighted) H and
on V to separately capture first order patterns in both. Naturally, the kernels only span
a single hyperedge since hyperedges are independent vertex collections, with arbitrary
ordering. Also for this reason, the resulting tensors (containing first order patterns) are
reduced by maxpooling. All hidden values are then concatenated, before a second and
final convolution along vertices, which merely serves to combine patterns from V and
H, hence the kernel only spans a single vertex. At this point there is no longer a use
in distinguishing locations along the trajectory, so the hidden vertices are maxpooled,
before being reshaped to the output prediction vector by a simple dense layer.

Appendix D. Additional results

D.1. Results with alternative generators. In this section we show the result of
hyperTDA analysis with the alternative (minimal or matroid, depending on what was
presented on the main manuscript) on the datasets considered.
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Figure 8. HyperTDA interpretation and robustness with minimal generators. (A) (Top) Cor-
relation between vertex centrality vectors and curvature, torsion and density vectors. (Bottom) Correlation
between PH-community matrices and pairwise distance matrices. (B) Example curve C of length 200 plot-
ted with vertices coloured according to centrality values (top) and to community membership (bottom).
(C) Heatmap of C’s PH-community matrix, where non-zero entries are coloured according to community
membership. (D) (Top) Correlation between centrality of default curves and noisy ones. (Bottom) Ad-
justed mutual information (AMI) score between community partitions of default curves and noisy ones.
(E) AMI score with default communities plotted against correlation with default centrality, for the length
200 dataset. (F) The curve obtained by smoothing C, plotted with vertices coloured according to centrality
values(top) and to community membership (bottom). HyperTDA of the smooth curve is very similar to
that of the original curve (panel C), indicating the robustness of hyperTDA. In particular, the central loop
is still identified as the predominant feature. Out of the 5000 trajectories analysed, 53 had trivial PH and
further 15 had minimal generators with non-integers coefficients. These trajectories were removed from the
analysis.
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Figure 9. Analysis of AnDi trajectories with minimal generators (A) Auto-correlation of central-
ity distributions, by model; for each value m in {1, · · · , 6} the boxplots show the distribution of correlation
values between centrality vectors and their values shifted by a lag m. (B) Analysis of the trajectories’
communities, by model. The left-most plot shows the bar plot given by model ambient and intrinsic assor-
tativities. Box plots for the distributions of volume, size, geodesic size and geodesic intersection are shown
on the right. (C) The confusion matrix summarising the classification accuracy between all the 5 models,
and the one summarising the classification accuracy between CTRW, LW and SBM models.
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Figure 10. Cell migration trajectories with matroid generators (A) Radar chart given by the
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biased simulated data, and for the zebrafish trajectories. (B) Heat-map of pairwise Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test on the cumulative distributions obtained by concatenating geodesic intersection, volume, size and
geodesic size distributions.
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Figure 12. Nematodes tracks with matroid and minimal generators From top to bottom: Nema-
tode tracks with vertices coloured by centrality values and computed with matroid generators. Nematode
tracks with vertices coloured by community membership and computed with matroid generators. Nema-
tode tracks with vertices coloured by centrality values and computed with minimal generators. Nematode
tracks with vertices coloured by community membership and computed with minimal generators.
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Figure 13. Average persistent landscapes of AnDi trajectories. Persistent landscapes are an
alternative representation of PH’s output, equivalent to persistent diagrams. Landscapes in the figure
are computed with the code implemented in [4]. The figure shows the persistent landscapes obtained by
averaging the persistent landscapes of AnDi trajectories, by model. Horizontal lines in the plots show the
median, lower and upper quartiles of the λ1’s max values, by model. The average landscapes look different.
However, unlike in the PH-community analysis, those differences are not directly interpretable as model-
specific structural features. Further, even though the averages are not trivial, the information retained is
strongly reduced with respect to individual landscapes/diagrams. This is shown by the lack of structure
(the average landscapes are just nested peaks localised towards the origin of the x-axis). Further, the peak
values of each λ function are much lower than in individual landscapes, as shown by the median, lower and
upper quartiles of λ1’s peaks.
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